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Abstract18

Spin-orbit coupling emerging out of a material’s global inversion symmetry breaking has been19

long known to act as a pair breaking mechanism to the superconducting order parameter. However,20

when spin-orbit coupling emerges from local inversion symmetry breaking, an unexpected coex-21

istence with superconductivity might occur. Although lattice driven local symmetry breaking is22

intrinsic to a variety of unconventional superconductors, little is known about its close connection23

to spin-orbit coupling, and how the combination of the two can impact electronic properties and24

the microscopic classification of the order parameter. By using high-resolution spin- and angle-25

resolved photoemission spectroscopy we reveal the presence of a universal momentum-dependent26

spin texture throughout the hole-doped side of the cuprate phase diagram for the Bi-based fam-27

ily, which becomes negligible on the electron-doped side. We attribute this spin asymmetry to28

local inversion symmetry breaking induced by local distortions of the CuO octahedra, revealing29

an interplay between spin-orbit coupling and lattice symmetry. The implication of this connection30

in steering the ground state properties of cuprate superconductors is discussed, together with the31

intriguing possibility that it might provide the long missing link to explain the complexity and32

asymmetry of the cuprate phase diagram.33

∗ These authors contributed equally to the preparation of this manuscript.

† alanzara@lbl.gov
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Symmetry and symmetry breaking are arguably among the most fundamental concepts34

in physics and more generally are key to classifying and understanding a variety of natural35

phenomena [1]. The properties of materials can be linked to their various global symmetries,36

including time and space inversion symmetry. When symmetry is broken in crystals new37

patterns emerge that give rise to novel phases and properties [2]. For instance, the removal38

of inversion symmetry can lead to coupling of the electron’s orbital motion with its spin,39

also known as spin-orbit coupling (SOC), eventually resulting in two spin-split electronic40

bands in momentum.41

The ramification of global inversion symmetry breaking in the context of superconduc-42

tivity has been a matter of study for long time [3, 4], with main consequences on the pairing43

symmetry via singlet-triplet mixing, and with the general understanding that spin-orbit44

coupling mostly behaves as a symmetry breaking field to the superconducting state [5, 6].45

However, the recent realization that breaking the local symmetry could also drive forma-46

tion of novel exotic phases, even when the global symmetry is preserved, has opened a new47

paradigm in materials design. In the specific case of inversion symmetry, local symmetry48

breaking can still lift the spin degeneracy through an asymmetry of the wavefunction, while49

bearing a zero net spin polarization [7, 8]. In this case, the resulting spin-locking pattern50

won’t necessarily be in momentum, but could occur across different valleys [9] or layers [10].51

The proposal of local symmetry breaking becomes even more appealing in the context52

of superconductivity, where it has been proposed that the effect could play a key role in53

determining which competing phases are stabilized, in favoring a specific symmetry of the54

superconducting order parameter, and ultimately even in enhancing the superconducting55

transition temperature [11]. Unconventional superconductors such as cuprates, pnictides,56

and even the recently reported 2D superconducting heterostructures [12–14] are particularly57
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attractive to study the interplay between spin-orbit coupling and superconductivity, as often58

the local symmetry breaking is intrinsic to their nature. In the case of cuprates and pnictides59

for example, short-range structural distortions and rotations of the octahedra [15, 16], and60

staggered stacking between layers [17], are all possible sources of local symmetry breaking,61

with the latter being also shared among the majority of 2D superconducting heterostructures62

[18]. In each one of these cases, it is therefore natural to expect that the details of the lattice63

symmetry are closely connected with spin-orbit coupling, which is an essential ingredient in64

the microscopic description and ultimately imprinted on the order parameter [11].65

The level of sophistication that has been reached in measuring the spin-resolved electronic66

structure of materials [19], together with the recent report of a non-zero spin-momentum67

locking in centrosymmetric highly-overdoped cuprate superconductors [20], has opened a new68

frontier in this still poorly explored field. Here we use high resolution spin- and angle-resolved69

photoemission spectroscopy (spin-ARPES) to study the spin dependent electronic structure70

of cuprate superconductors as a function of momentum, doping, and family, spanning across71

both the electron- and hole-doped sides of the phase diagram.72

We reveal the persistence of an intrinsic and universal spin texture in the Bi-based hole-73

doped side of the cuprate phase diagram, which becomes negligible on the electron-doped74

side. We attribute such spin asymmetry to a breaking of local inversion symmetry induced75

by the short range structural distortions of the CuO octahedra, and show how their reduction76

can lead to a suppression of the spin asymmetry. These findings reveal a never before seen77

connection between spin-orbit coupling and lattice symmetry with a clear imprint on the78

electronic structure, bringing forward the intriguing possibility that such interplay might be79

the missing key ingredient in understanding cuprate physics.80

Four different cuprate samples - hole-doped double layer Bi2212 (Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x),81
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FIG. 1. Doping dependent spin measurements of Bi2212. a) Typical cuprate phase diagram.

b) Spin-resolved nodal maps of UD55, OP91, and OD59. Color defines the spin polarization and

brightness defines the intensity of the bands as shown in the inset. c), d) Doping dependent spin-

resolved energy distribution curves (EDCs) acquired at the Fermi level (kF ) and at higher binding

energy (kHBE , 160 meV below Fermi energy) along the c) nodal and d) off-nodal directions. All

cuts are normalized to the OP sample quasiparticle peaks. e) Location of measured momenta in

energy-momentum space. f), g) Doping dependence of the total spin polarization at kF (coherent

peak) and kHBE (incoherent humps).
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single layer Bi2201 (Bi2Sr2CuO6+x), lead-doped Bi2212 ((Bi2−xPbx)Sr2CaCu2O8+x) and82

electron-doped NCCO (Nd2−xCexCuO4) - across several dopings were studied. Figure 183

shows the in-plane spin polarization across the nodal direction for double layer Bi2212 sam-84

ples at four different dopings: underdoped (x = 0.091, Tc = 55 K (UD55), and x = 0.124,85

Tc = 81 K (UD81)), optimally doped (x = 0.16, Tc = 91 K (OP91)), and overdoped (x =86

0.226, Tc = 59 K (OD59)) (panel a shows the location on a typical cuprate phase diagram).87

Data were collected with s-polarized light with the measured spin component in-plane and88

perpendicular to the nodal direction (Γ - Y), as schematically shown in panel e. Fig. 1b89

shows the 2-dimensional spin-resolved maps for some representative dopings (UD55, OP91,90

and OD59), where the color represents the direction of the spin polarization along the Fermi91

surface - blue is positive or “spin-up” and red is negative or “spin-down” as defined by the92

arrows in Fig. 1e, while the brightness shows the photoemission intensity. The spin-resolved93

nodal maps are mostly blue, suggesting that the spin-up channel is dominating. To the94

right of each map we show the strength of the spin polarization as a function of binding95

energy, defined as Py = (I↑ − I↓)/(I↑ + I↓), which reveals an overall decrease in magnitude,96

by approximately a factor of 3, from overdoped to underdoped.97

To study in detail the doping dependence of the observed spin asymmetry, in Figure 1c,d98

we show the raw nodal and off-nodal energy distribution curves (EDCs) for the coherent99

quasiparticle peak at the Fermi momentum (kF ) and the incoherent peak at momentum100

kHBE, corresponding to binding energy EB = 160 meV. Two main results are observed as a101

function of doping. The first is a decrease of the total spin polarization from overdoped to102

underdoped for both coherent and incoherent quasiparticles; the second is the shift of spin103

polarization from positive to negative as a function of momentum, going from nodal to off-104

nodal directions (compare panels c and d). For the coherent quasiparticle peak at the node,105
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the positive spin polarization present in the overdoped sample decreases with less oxygen106

doping and eventually reverses to become negative for the heavily underdoped sample. The107

same negative trend persists for the incoherent part of the spectra, with an overall decrease108

of ∼25-30% for both momenta. Away from the nodal direction (Fig. 1d), a decrease in the109

spin polarization is still observed, but for both the coherent and the incoherent part of the110

spectra the total decrease is a lot smaller (∼3-13%). We note that since the polarization is111

doping dependent, spin asymmetry is an intrinsic property of the material rather than an112

extrinsic effect due a phase difference in the photoemission process [21], and represents a113

bulk property as will be discussed more in Figure 3.114

In addition to the reversal of the direction of spin polarization as a function of doping115

and momentum, the overall magnitude of the polarization also shows an interesting dop-116

ing dependence. Along the nodal direction (Fig. 1c), the spin-up channel shows stronger117

intensity with respect to the spin-down channel at both kF and kHBE for all dopings ex-118

cept for the underdoped sample. For the quasiparticle peak, the relative difference of the119

two spin channels decreases for both momenta and eventually reverses as the hole doping120

reduces. Fig. 1d shows that closer to the antinodal region, the quasiparticle peaks (k′
F ) for121

all dopings have stronger negative spin intensity, with the most underdoped crystal showing122

the strongest difference. A similar pattern in the spin polarization can also be found at123

higher binding energy (k′
HBE). These behaviors are summarized in panels f and g, where we124

report the spin polarization of the quasiparticle peaks and incoherent humps as a function125

of doping. The data show a clear overall increase of the spin polarization direction as the126

oxygen doping level increases for both nodal and off-nodal directions, while the magnitude127

follows an opposite trend between the two directions.128

To better visualize the momentum and doping dependence of the spin asymmetry, in129
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FIG. 2. Doping dependence of spin-polarized Fermi surface and high binding energy

maps of Bi2212 a) Spin-polarized Fermi surface maps for the in-plane spin component, in one

quadrant. b) Spin-polarized high binding energy maps. The solid black line in each panel repre-

sents the tight-binding Fermi surface at optimal doping, while the dashed lines are the calculated

Fermi surface for overdoped to underdoped, as specified in each panel. c) Proposed 3D spin texture

based on similarities between the polarization of OD59 in a) and UD55 in b) and their location in

momentum space. The calculated band structure is colorcoded with respect to different spin helic-

ity, with green representing counterclockwise helicity around Γ, and purple representing clockwise.

The effect of changing the doping in a Bi2212 crystal is equivalent to taking a snapshot of spin in

a fixed spin texture, so higher doping will yield spin with more clockwise helicity, and vice versa

when decreasing the doping.

Figure 2 we report the doping dependence of the spin-polarized constant energy maps over130

one quadrant of the first Brillouin zone, at both EF (Fermi surface, Fig. 2a) and at high131

binding energy (Fig. 2b). Calculated Fermi surfaces (FSs) based on a tight-binding model132

are also shown (dashed lines) for each doping level together with the calculated optimal133

doping Fermi level for comparison (solid lines). In addition to the standard decrease of134
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the hole-like Fermi surface with decreasing doping, we observe a gradual evolution of the135

spin polarization. Specifically in the overdoped regime, the polarization is positive along136

the Fermi arc and becomes negative as we move along the surface toward the antinode.137

The constant energy maps at high binding energy are mainly positive in the overdoped and138

optimally doped regime and gain some negative spin polarization in the underdoped regime139

toward the edge of the Fermi arc, reminiscent of the Fermi surface spin texture observed for140

higher doping (compare OD 59K Fermi surface map in Fig. 2a with UD 55K high energy141

map in Fig. 2b). These similarities, though from different peaks in the two samples (coherent142

vs incoherent), occur at momenta that are very close to each other as can be seen by the143

location of the constant energy maps in relation to the OP Fermi surface (see solid line).144

Therefore, the apparent complexity of the measured spin as a function of doping and binding145

energy can be reconciled by the presence of a spin texture shared between all doping levels146

where the observed spin polarization depends mainly on the momentum and energy of the147

photoelectron or in other words on the position of the chemical potential. Lowering the hole148

concentration (underdoped) raises the chemical potential, therefore changing the doping149

level is phenomenologically equivalent to taking snap shots at different binding energies150

of a three-dimensional fixed spin texture. This behavior is summarized in Fig. 2c where151

we schematically represent the 3D electronic band structure with the corresponding spin152

polarization, highlighting the presence of two different helicities - counterclockwise (green)153

and clockwise (purple) around Γ. This representation illustrates that the observed spin154

pattern manifests as rotations in the same (clockwise) direction around the Brillouin zone155

center and corners, instead of two competing spin textures circling the center.156

To verify the intrinsic bulk nature of the observed spin texture and its proposed univer-157

sality independent of doping, in Figure 3 we monitor the evolution of the spin dependent158
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of the pure OP91 sample (kF ) for ease of comparison. kF1 and kF2 are the Fermi momenta for

the slightly UD and heavily UD samples, respectively. b) Spin-resolved EDCs at kF . EF was

raised ∼55 meV and ∼92 meV after the first and second deposition treatment, respectively. c)

Spin polarization at k=kF as a function of angle φ from the nodal direction (see inset) along the

Fermi arc. d) Constant energy maps at the Fermi surface for comparison with Figure 2.

electronic structure while changing the chemical potential within the same sample. This159

is achieved via in situ doping through deposition of potassium (K) atoms on the cleaved160

surface of an optimally doped Bi2212 sample. Such an in situ doping method has been161

successfully used in ARPES to study the doping dependence of a variety of materials, from162
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2D systems [22] to cuprate superconductors [23]. In this case, potassium atoms donate elec-163

trons due to low ionization potential causing the exposed surface to lose holes (i.e. become164

more underdoped), which has an effect opposite to that of oxygen doping. Fig. 3a shows the165

spin-integrated nodal energy vs. momentum maps as a function of K doping. A clear rise in166

the chemical potential to 55 meV after the first K doping treatment and 92 meV after the167

second is observed, supporting the evolution of doping from optimal toward underdoped.168

The evolution of the corresponding spin-resolved EDC spectra are shown in panel b. The169

data reveal a decrease in the spin-up intensity toward underdoping similar to the doping170

dependence reported in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3c the full momentum dependence of the spin polar-171

ization is reported, showing that as the potassium content increases (the sample becomes172

more underdoped), the overall spin polarization at the node becomes more negative, with a173

decrease of ∼11% to 5% and then to -2% after the first and second deposition, respectively.174

By showing Fermi surface diagrams (Figure 3d) similar to those in Figure 2, we can compare175

the similarities between the spin textures at similar momenta. This reminiscence of the bulk176

oxygen doping dependence behavior reported in Figs. 1, 2 supports the universal intrinsic177

nature of the observed effect and its bulk origin in the Bi-based family.178

To test the universality of the observed phenomena beyond double layer Bi2212, Figure179

4 shows the momentum-dependent spin-resolved energy distribution curves for optimally-180

doped single layer Bi2201. Similarly to the double layer case, we observe a non-zero spin181

polarization along the nodal direction, with an overall decrease of the positive spin com-182

ponent moving away from the nodal direction, for both the coherent and incoherent peaks183

(Fig. 4a). Panel b shows the total spin polarization as a function of angle from the node,184

which matches the trend of the spin polarization in the double-layered cuprate from Figure185

2.186
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The results presented here add two important pieces of information with respect to previ-187

ous work. The first one points to the existence of the spin asymmetry beyond the double-layer188

overdoped Bi2212 and its persistence over the entire phase diagram and in other Bi-based189

compounds; the second one asks for a local electric field, different from the previously dis-190

cussed lack of an inversion center on the CuO2 planes within the same unit cell [20]. While191

this mechanism can be responsible for the out of plane electric field in the double layer192

case, it cannot account for the electric field in the single layer case where the CuO2 plane193

is inversion symmetric (see SI). Clearly a different and universal source of electric field is194

needed.195

Here we propose that such a field derives from the local structural fluctuations of the CuO196
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octahedra, a common feature of p-type cuprates including La- [15, 24, 25], Bi- [26–28], Hg-197

[29], Tl- [30], and Y- [31] based families, which is also responsible for charge inhomogeneity.198

These distortions, caused by the misfit strain between the CuO2 plane and the rocksalt199

layers [25, 32], lead to tilting of the CuO2 planes along the (110) and (010) direction, and200

the formation of local domains with orthorombic (LTO) and tetragonal (LTT) structure201

[15, 16], resulting in anharmonic incommensurate modulations and inhomogeneous lattice202

and charge [24, 27, 33]. In each plane only half of all Cu-O-Cu bonds are buckled, so these203

tiltings lead to a local symmetry breaking within an individual plane, while the overall204

fourfold symmetry and the average structure are preserved [26]. This newly proposed source205

of field gives a Rashba-like spin texture similar to the one previously considered [20], and206

hence is able to account for the observation here reported.207

A direct way to test this proposal is to study the spin dependent electronic structure208

upon the removal of these local structural distortions. This situation is naturally achieved209

in the electron-doped cuprates like NCCO, where the CuO2 planes have been reported to210

be mostly homogeneous. On the other hand, a way to achieve a more controlled removal of211

these distortions is by leveraging the widely studied superstructure along the (110) direction212

in the BiO plane of double layer Bi2212 [34], which is directly linked to the local structural213

fluctuations of the CuO2 planes [26–28], and is a consequence of the release of the misfit214

strain. Upon partial substitution of Pb2+ ions in place of smaller Bi3+ in Bi2212 the ampli-215

tude of the superstructure decreases, eventually disappearing with high Pb concentrations216

[35].217

These two situations are studied in Figure 5, where we report the spin dependent elec-218

tronic structure at kF of Pb-doped Bi2212 (overdoped, TC = 64 K) and electron-doped219

cuprate Nd2−xCexCuO4 (NCCO). The local lattice fluctuations are strongly reduced for the220

13
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first and almost absent for the latter. The relative EDC spectra at the node and off-node are221

shown with respect to the spin polarization. A striking reduction of the spin polarization222

is observed in the coherent part of the spectra for the Pb-doped sample, with respect to223

Bi2212, with the imbalance of the spin-up and spin-down intensities completely diminished.224

This is overall consistent with the proposed model where the spin asymmetry is driven by225

the local lattice modulation. Interestingly, the suppression of the spin asymmetry appears226

to occur only in the coherent part of the spectra (quasiparticle peak), while it is only weakly227

affected at higher energy (incoherent part). Whether this is due to some more complex228

mechanism than the one presented here or is a remnant effect due, for example, to the Pb-229

induced disorder, it is clear that further studies are needed to better understand the origin230

of this non-trivial energy dependence.231

Similarly, in the case of electron-doped NCCO, the nodal spin-resolved EDCs at kF232

show an almost negligible spin polarization. This observation further supports the proposed233

scenario where the driving dipole field that leads to non-zero SOC is induced by local lat-234

tice fluctuations, which are common to all hole-doped cuprates, as previously discussed,235

but almost absent in electron-doped ones. This observation brings forward the intriguing236

possibility that the unsolved phase diagram asymmetry between electron- and hole-doped237

cuprates might be a consequence of spin-orbit coupling. It is clear that a continued investi-238

gation of how effectively SOC can lift the spin degeneracy of other electron- and hole-doped239

cuprate families and their doping dependence is needed to substantiate this possibility.240

In summary, the results shown here demonstrate the effect of local lattice fluctuations and241

consequent local symmetry breaking in driving a universal and intrinsic spin-orbit coupling242

in hole-doped Bi-based cuprates. Recent theoretical works have proposed that SOC could243

play an important role in cuprate physics, by stabilizing, for example, the onset of a metallic244
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phase out of an antiferromagnetic insulating background, as recently shown in the case of a245

Hubbard plaquette [36], or by enhancing the formation of a charge density wave (CDW) and246

pseudogap phase [37], ferromagnetic ordering [38, 39], and even superconductivity [40], in247

effect turning on different components for the symmetry of the order parameter [11]. In the248

underdoped regime, d-density wave [41] and loop-current order [42] models used to describe249

the pseudogap phase, both rely on a non-zero SOC that couples the orbital current with the250

spin channel. In addition, SOC may play a role in the development of pair density wave,251

which could be an alternative and competing ground state to d-wave superconductivity252

in cuprates, via local inversion asymmetry [43]. Moreover, it has been shown that this253

mutual interplay between SOC and local lattice fluctuations might also have important254

consequences in defining the shape of the energy landscape, eventually favoring a “Mexican255

hat” energy surface over a parabolic one in the limit of strong SOC [44]. Although many of256

these predictions require further experimental investigations and the purpose of the present257

work is not to justify any of them, the results presented here demonstrate the importance258

of including lattice spin-orbit coupling interplay in any theory for superconductivity to259

examine the role it might play in stabilizing the underlying ground state and to understand260

how different phases intertwine and ultimately define the emerging symmetry of the order261

parameter. For example, the recent discovery of superconductivity in 2D heterostructures262

[12], where lattice-driven local symmetry breaking and its periodicity, strain, and SOC [45]263

can be easily tuned via stacking or twisting, gives rise to the idea of methodically studying264

how SOC and lattice symmetry affects the order parameter. At the same time, this study265

can inform on new ways to engineer novel spin-orbit coupled superconductors where the266

imprint of SOC on the order parameter acts as a booster of the superconducting transition267

[11]. Finally, since similar local symmetry breaking due to either a local rotation or tilting of268
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the octahedra structure have been reported in other correlated materials such as pnictides,269

iridates, ruthenates, and manganites [46–49] with similar structural characteristics, non-270

zero SOC, and complex phase diagrams, the present work suggests that mutual interplay271

between SOC and local lattice fluctuations might play a more universal role in driving the272

unusual properties of correlated materials and unconventional superconductivity beyond273

cuprate physics.274

I. METHODS275

Single crystal hole-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x and Bi2Sr2CuO6+x samples grown by the276

floating zone method were cleaved at temperature ≈ 30 K in ultrahigh vacuum chamber277

under ≈ 5 × 10−11 Torr, except for UD55, which was measured at ≈ 90K. Previous mea-278

surements have shown that the spin remains the same above and below TC . Single crystal279

NCCO (Nd2−xCexCuO4) samples with x = 0.145 were measured in ultrahigh vacuum at ≈280

20 K on a table top 11 eV system (Fig. 5b), and at 80 eV at Beamline 10.0.1.2 at the ALS281

(Fig. 5c). The critical temperature of each sample is given in the main text. The samples282

were probed with 5.99 eV photons produced by two stages of second harmonic generation283

from the output of a Ti:sapphire oscillator. The data in the present work were acquired284

with a time-of-flight spectrometer utilizing an exchange-based spin polarimeter with energy285

and momentum resolution ∆E ≈ 15 meV and ∆k ≈ ±0.02 Å−1, respectively [50]. The286

spin-resolved nodal map of UD50 in Fig. 1(b) was taken with a larger aperture, yielding287

momentum resolution ±0.08 Å−1.288
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FIG. 6. Momentum dependence of spin polarization at the Fermi energy. The measured spin

component is perpendicular to nodal direction as described in the main text. The polarization

curves are taken at the momentum denoted with solid circles.
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FIG. 7. Momentum dependence of spin polarization at incoherent peaks (EB=160 meV). The

polarization curves are taken at the momentum denoted with open circles.
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